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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A messy wind field is ongoing across the Gulf this morning as the weak cold front is stalling out across the eastern portions of the basin, 
and the western portions of the basin are seeing a weak return flow due to the next cold front that should move across the basin
tomorrow. But overall even with this, mostly gentle to moderate speeds are ongoing, with moderate wave heights. Strong thunderstorms 
are across the eastern portions of the basin and are moving inland towards Florida. Into tomorrow, the next cold front will begin moving 
offshore across the basin. Strong thunderstorms are not expected with this, nor is a strong wind shift. Winds will become northerly to 
northeasterly as it passes at moderate to fresh speeds.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Sunday through the middle part of next week, high pressure ridging will set back up over the Gulf. Easterly to southeasterly flow will 
occur, reaching moderate to fresh speeds with moderate to some rough and advisory level waves possible. Conditions will peak Tuesday 
into Wednesday prior to the next cold front moving into the Gulf. Strong to possibly some severe thunderstorms are expected along this 
boundary, but winds behind the boundary are expected to shift to a northerly to northeasterly at only moderate or so speeds.
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